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Higher Criticism

p. 18-19 The study of the manuscripts and of their readings is known technically
as "lower criticism." Higher criticismis the study of the meaning, significance,
origin, and purpose of the writings. Higher Criticism needs to use Lower Criticism.
Anyone who asks about the origin or meaning of a biblical book or passage. has tres
passed into Higher Criticism. Some representatives of conservative denominations,
aghast at the: iconbc11si o'f dome' Higher Critics, try-to limit-'the'term tb' a con
temptuous* epithet fbi a' type f aeho'Isxhip they 'cannot ac cèpt. One Jewish scholar
(whose field was not the 'BTh'le).sa1dthat' "the' Hiher Criticism is: h1gherant
Semitieth." imi1ar1y, "fundamentalist". Christians have regarded Higher,Criticism
as anti-Christian

p. 19 This book is unabashé1ya bobk b:Hghe Cxi'tIbi'Bm,,' Thè: 3ish scholar whom
I have quoted was right to a limited extent - certaizi German Higher Critics were
psychotic Jew-haters, but, they were few.. Higher Criticism is a process, not a
conclusion. The, diacipl.ine. itself sand:s:,.pr falls on- ita rightness or wrongness,
not, on the. personal. foibls of its pract'itioner.. .:.Ech generation of scholars is
obligated by the requirements of scholarship to scrutinize and. assess the work of
earlier, generations. Some of the heritage.i found to be sound and' acceptable,
some,-unsound and in.ned. of rejeption. ,;T: label theHighe.r ritice .anti
"Semitiee -silly., ..Indeed,,a more devastating judgment can be passed, on the
nineteenth-century Higher Critics by demonstrating that their, scholarship, however
laborious and: vaunted, was. often shabby, and .that. they, wee. seldom able to rise
abo've. their own pr'euppoitions and. 'int.electual. biases. Modern, biblical' scholar
ship, however, inevitably uses ninetentn-century aciolarahio as a point of departure.
To ignore it is as grevious an error-in. judgment. as never to depart from it

Gif_ellhausen theory
p Various expositions were made of the significance of Gpf's view, for in

some way the alleged three ages primitive, poetic-prophetic, and priestly, here
connecte& with it.. In 1878 appeared , a work of a'.jorirnpo,rtance. by.uiius
Wélihausen.; The work was called. Prolegomena to,,the WIC.to.ry of,the Religion of
Israel and in it.,el.lhausen drew., togther the..irnpl.ication,s for the religion of
Israel of Grafts view. Since that, ,time it, customary. to allude to the
analysis of the documents in the Pentateuch (Graf's contribution) and the synthesiz
ing account of the history of Israel's eligion (ellhausen's contribution) as the
Graf-Wel1hai,sen hypothesis. This hypothesis is still the point of departure for
the scientific study of the Pentateuch and is therefore the initial milestone in
a student's approach to scientific biblical crticism. Yet 2

point of departure
ebaréiy-"de'se'rveá' it' name unless : 'därted frb'. 'For 'a st.uden in the 1960's
to remain glued to the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis i 'evide' of 'rèarsghtednese.

That whicl is notable and still broadly,. a4hered to in the Graf-Wellhausen
iy.potheais is, the amazing. correspondence .between, the Bequenceof the. .documents (with

" D associated.;wi.th,Joa.ah,; and. P with.the...pos:texi1ic period) and. the contents of
he prophetic. 'l;itexarure. Moreover,. as:we.shai'L.Bee,. this. correspondence extends
to the reflections of pre-exilic religion preserved ii he boolça of Judges,
Samuel, and Kings.

ç3
f tte raf-ellhausen view is correct, then the viei ,expressed. in the

Pentateuch cannot be taken literally. 'he Pentateuch, in its present form, supposes
that in the Wilderness Moses prescbed a priestly system and a Sacred Calendar,
and enjoined a single central sanctuary. If this were the case, then the pre
exilic period of Israel's religion represents a tremendous deviation from Moses'
prescription. The Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis denies, however, that what truly'.,
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